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Lately, the economy has been looking for better workers. The unemployment rate is low, employment growth is strong and wages are rising. To get a better job, sometimes you need to pack your bags and move across the state lines. But before accepting a job offer in another country, check the cost of living in the city of the future employer. You will want to look at the cost of housing, of course, but you
need to consider the impact of state and local taxes on the bottom line, too. As our annual Tax Guide shows, the state's tax rates are literally all over the map - and the difference between living in a state with a high or low tax rate can be thousands of dollars each year, depending on your tax situation. To help you determine how much of the tax bite would take you away from hard-earned money, we
calculated the tax burden in each state for a hypothetical married couple with a combined income of $150,000, $10,000 in dividend income, two dependents and a $400,000 home (with a mortgage). Based on our findings, we have updated our list of the 10 most tax-friendly countries in the US for 2019 (starting with the friendliest state). If you're taking a job in another country or moving for other reasons,
you'll want to check it to see if your taxes are likely to rise or fall after moving. State income tax: NoneEFFECTIVE income tax: 0% average state and local sales tax: 5.32% average property tax: $635 to $100,000 in home value taxes and fees: 24 cents per gallongo of WYOMING full state PROFILEOne reason why Wyoming is the most favorable list is because generous mineral and energy mining revenue
continues to flow in the state. This allows the state to maintain taxes on local residents to a lesser extent. There is no income tax in Wyoming, and its gas tax is well below the national average of 31.7 cents per gallon. The uk state and the average rate of local sales tax is also the third lowest of all states with sales tax. And at 2 cents per gallon, Wyoming has the lowest beer tax in American people who
move to those parts, like to own a lot of land, and low taxes make that dream affordable. The tax on the hypothetical couple's $400,000 home in Wyoming would be about $2,540, which is the ninth lowest amount in our ranking. State income tax: Ineffective income tax: 0% average state and local sales tax: 8.14% average property tax: $693 to $100,000 in home value taxes and fees: 33.78 cents per gallon
of Nevada full state profile Silver State is another non-tax-tax. Property taxes in Nevada are also below average - they are expected to average just $2,771 on average per home of $400,000. Nevada receives more than $1.5 billion in taxes and fees a year from Industry. However, Nevada relies on sales taxes to pay the bills. The average combined rate of sales tax and state tax is 8.14%, which is tied with
the 14th 14th in addition to sales taxes, car owners receive an annual tax on government services based on the value and age of the car. The tax for a two-year vehicle with an initial sticker price of $20,000, for example, is $238.Nevada gas taxes are slightly above the national average of 31.7 cents per gallon. According to the tax foundation, however, the state has the third lowest average tax on wireless
mobile phone services - just 3.27%. U.S. INCOME TAX: 2% on interest and dividendsFEFECTIVE INCOME TAX RATE: 0% AVERAGE STATE AND LOCAL SALES TAX: 9.47% AVERAGE PROPERTY TAX: $768 to $100,000 in starting value TAXES AND FEES: 27.4 cents per gallon in TENNESSEE, full state profileThere is no broad income tax in the volunteer state - only interest and dividends are
subject to Tennessee's limited income tax. The first $1,250 taxable income for individuals ($2,500 for joint files) is also exempt from the 2% tax (for 2019) and this is exempt if you are at least 100 years old. In addition, the tax is reappointed by 1% per year. So it will be completely eliminated by 2021. Expect to pay only about $3,072 a year for a $400,000 home, which is well below the national average.
Gasoline taxes are also below average in Tennessee. You'il pay 27.4 cents per gallon to the state when you fill your tank. Tennessee sticks it to you when you shop. At 9.47% its average combined sales tax rate and state tax is tied to the highest in the country, according to the tax foundation. Tennessee also has the highest beer tax in the country - $1.29 per gallon. That's real iron! State income tax:
Ineffective income tax rate: 0% AVERAGE U.S. and LOCAL SALES TAX: 7.05% AVERAGE PROPERTY TAX: $1,041 to $100,000 in household tax bill Taxes and fees: 41.99 cents per gallon for Florida has no income tax that maintains the overall state and local tax burden. However, other taxes in Sunshine State are average or even above average compared to other places. Property taxes, for example,
are just around the national average. For a $400,000 house in Florida, the average annual tax bill would be about $4,166. The average rate of state tax, combined state and local sales tax is also average on the road. According to the tax foundation, it is 7.05%. Cars are subject to the tax of 6% sales tax of the state, but each lease may also be subject to a tax (based on the place where the buyer lives).
The gas tax in Florida is very high. At 41.99 cents per gallon, it's the 10th U.S. gasoline tax in the country. State income tax: Ineffective income tax: 0% average state and local sales tax: 1.76% average property tax: $1,234 to $100,000 in home valuePOSES TAXES AND FEES: 14.66 Alaska gallon's FULL STATE PROFILE taxesGas at the last limit are lowest in the U.S., and Alaskans don't pay a fortune
sales taxes. While municipalities can impose local taxes worth 7.5%, the average sales tax is 1.76%, according to the tax base. Anchorage, Alaska's largest city, has no sales tax. If our hypothetical couple buys a $400,000 home in Alaska, their estimated tax bill would go up to about $4,936 a year. That's above the U.S. national average. There's something else in life in Alaska worth noting: Alaska gives
every resident who has lived in the state for a full year an annual Permanent Dividend Fund. The dividend for 2019 will be $1,606. (The highest installment ever was $2,072 in 2015.) State income tax: Ineffective tax rate: 0% average state and local sales tax: 9.21% average property tax: $1,125 to $100,000 in home value TAXES AND FEES: 49.4 cents per gallon for WASHINGTON FULL U.S. PROFILE
Makes this list the most tax-friendly state because it's not income tax. Unfortunately, some of the other state and local taxes in the state of Evergreen are not so taxpayer-friendly. The average sales tax rate for Washington is the third-highest in the country. The state fee is the fourth highest in the country. At 19.41% Washington also has the third-largest state and local wireless phone in the United States,
Washington is also one of a handful of states with a property tax. For 2019, it is imposed on properties worth more than $2,193,000. Property tax rates range from 10% to 20%. Taxes in Washington are more modest. For a $400,000 home, the state's median tax bill would cost you about $4,499 a year, which is close to the national average. State income tax: Ineffective income tax: 0% average state and
local sales tax: 6.4% average property tax: $1,388 to $100,000 in home value TAXES and fees: 30 cents per gallon of South Dakota's full U.S. PROFILEYou'll need to group during South Dakota's winter. winter, winter, winter, 30 cents per gallon of DAKOTA' but because you don't have to pay u.S. income taxes here , maybe you can afford to fly south for a few weeks in January.South Dakota's state and
local sales taxes are about the U.S. average. However, while prescription drugs are exempt from sales taxes, food, over-the-counter drugs and many services are taxed in Mount Rushmore state. Gas taxes are in the middle of the package nationally. South Dakota taxes are above the U.S. Average House of $400,000 in the state. the average property tax bill comes to about $5,551.State income tax: 1.1%
(taxable income of $39,450 or less for single files; $65,900 or less for joint files) - 2.9% (on taxable income above $433,200)1.1% per file; 1.58% for joint filesLessing state and local sales tax: 6.85% AVERAGE PROPERTY TAX: about $100,000 in home value taxes and fees: 23 cents per gallongo of NORTH DAKOTA FULL STATE PROFILEThe Peace Garden State only modest sales taxes that benefit
agriculture (new agricultural machines are taxed at just 3%), and its income tax rates are relatively negligible, even for rebates. North Dakota gas taxes are well below the national average of 31.7 cents per gallon. State income tax: 2.59% (on taxable income of $26,500 or less for single files; $53,000 or less for joint files) - 4.5% (on taxable income of over $159,000 per file; over $318,000 for joint files)
EFFECTIVE TAX RATE: 2.77% for single filers; 3.24% for joint filesAveraj US and LOCAL SALES TAX: 8.39% AVERAGE PROPERTY TAX: $754 to $100,000 in value of taxes and fees: 19 cents per gallongo for Arizona full state account for 2019, Arizona's top income tax rate of 4.5% did not start until taxable income exceeded $159,000 for a single file instrument or $318,000 for married couples
submitting jointly. This is not a very high rate to start with, and to have a fairly high threshold for this rate means that relatively few people will be taxed at the highest rate of the state. The state average home tax on a $400,000 home in Arizona is just $3,014 a year, which is below the U.S. average. And at 19 cents per gallon, state gas taxes are well below the national average. Like most states, Grand
Canyon State excludes prescription drugs and home-made food from state sales taxes. However, all 15 counties impose additional taxes, as do many municipalities, and some jurisdictions expand their food taxes. The average state and local sales tax rate is 8.39%, the 11th highest in the United States, according to the tax base.While the gas tax is low, car owners must pay annual tax on a car license. The
tax is based on an estimated value of 60% of the manufacturer's basic retail price, reduced by 16.25% for each year of the first registered vehicle in Arizona. The price is $2.80 for new vehicles and $2.89 for used cars, for every $100 of estimated value. For example, for a new vehicle, which costs $25,000, the estimated value in the first year will be be $15,000 - and the corresponding licensing tax will be
$420.STATE INCOME TAX: 5% of interest and dividend taxEFFECTIVE income tax: 0% AVERAGE US AND LOCAL TAX: 0% 0%AVERAGE PROPERTY TAX: $2,296 to $100,000 in home value Tax and fees: 23.83 cents per gallongo for NEW HAMPSHIRE FULL STATE PROFILE AS Tennessee , New Hampshire has a very limited income tax, which applies only to dividends and interest rate. There's no
tax in the Granite. New Hampshire residents also don't pay much state taxes at the pump. At just 23.83 cents per litre, the state tax on petrol is well below the national average. New Hampshire local governments are digging deep into your pocket for property taxes. If our hypothetical couple couple to buy their $400,000 home in the state, we estimated their annual tax bill would be $9,186. This is the third
highest estimated amount in our house rankings with this price point. Our maps and other tax content include data and details of tax rules from a wide range of sources. To create our rankings, we created a tax burden comparison metric in all 50 states and the District of Columbia.We looked at each state's tax agency, plus this useful document from the Tax Foundation. Effective tax rates represent the ratio
of income tax due to government taxable income for our sample files. See more about this calculation below in the Ranking. The median property tax values paid and estimated by the state in each state come from the U.S. Community Survey and are the most recent available data for 2017. The tax agency of each country. We also cite the average sales tax foundation number, which is the weighted
average population of local sales taxes. In countries that allow local authorities to add sales taxes, this gives an estimate of what most people in a country actually pay, as these rates can vary greatly. The American Petroleum Institute is preparing a quarterly update on government rates. We used data from July 2019, but made several updates to reflect the new rates in Arkansas and Alabama. The values
include excise taxes, sales taxes (where applicable) and various fees to be charged. The tax agency of each country. The tax dependency of the state depends on the amount of tax on sales, sales and property paid by our sample files. To determine income tax, we prepared declarations for a married couple with two dependent children, earned an income of $150,000 and qualified dividends of $10,000.
They paid $10,000 for a mortgage. Since some countries have local taxes, we are contactors in every state, from Juno to Cheyenne. We calculated these 2018 returns using software from Credit Karma.How many files have paid (and deducted on their tax return) in property tax state are assumed to have 400,000 estimated value and the average tax rate of each country. How much they paid in sales tax
was calculated using an IRS tax calculator that has a localized zip code. To determine them, we used Zillow to determine postcodes with inventory of homes close to our sample estimates value. We also calculated the effective tax rate per file (earning $32,000 a year, no dependents), but these returns were not used to calculate the ranking. Ranking.
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